
How many times will I “allow” myself to be worked up and throw off course by you 
Hallie. 

Now if I were to rant about you texting “I love you hunter” and say WTF Hallie how 
many times do I have to say that’s just words Hallie —- show me how much you love 
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Goodbye Hallie. Goodbye to all of that.

You did t even have your OP. My god your cold. You are without heart and soul. You 
know you when you get sober you have to face all that emptiness. The whole you’ve 
filled with secrets and sex and drugs and beer and likes your whole life. Sobriety is 
beautiful for me because I am capable of loving more then myself. I am positive I am 
the only person in your entire life who chose to live knowing how empty you are and 
how cruel you cam be. The only single person with enough arrogance to think I could 
fix you. You’re beyond fixing Hallie. 
How does it feel to know you will never touch me again. You will never feel my skin on 
yours you will never kiss my lips you will never hold me hand you will never feel my 
breath or my hands or hold me or even see my average penis again.  I hope it hurts 
the way you’ve hurt me.

I’m emailing Joe to tell him to try get me out of the lease when school ends. If he 
can’t I’m going to ask if he can at least try to rent it over the summer. You f you want 
to take over the rent let me know now. Movers are coming to pack this weekend 
when you are in DE and the kids are farmed out to whomever you can get to take 
them for a weekend. 

What would Beau do right now Hallie. He would tell me to leave and then he would 
push you under that pool cover and never think another thought about it. 

Apr 12, 2018, 7:20 PM

I love you so much Hunter

Apr 12, 2018, 7:38 PM
 added Robert Biden to the conversation.

Robert Biden

You do I lknow you do. But you either purposely or sun consciously or just beat b/c 
it’s a the way you’ve learned to behave- do things “to me” not call , not call alone, 
refuse to discuss, attack, pay no attention, accuse. You touch me when it’s for you. 
And then you deny me your attention physical or otherwise. You hide your life from 
me no matter how mundane I is you make sure to spin me out of control. 

If the first some meeting I went to without Beau I did what you did to me I know 
exactly what his reaction would be.

Remember how he cried genuinely cried and his face would scrunch up and his voice 
would crack and he would put his forehead hard on my chest and he’d grab me by 
the shoulders hard and twist my shirt in his hand or dig his fingers into my arm and 
say why why why why would you do that to me why why and he would punch where 
his head was and grit his teeth and say your such an asshole in his clenched teeth 
look and his neck veins would pop and I would try to hug him and he would push me 
away and then his breathing would stop and his face would go slack and his tears 
would still roll and he would sit defeated and say why the fuck hunter. Why?

Well if I had done what you did to me last night if I refused to tell beau anything about 
what was hung on at rehab what the people were like who my friends were and why 
and gave my therapist his nun we and made the  check in with beau and beau could 
have any information they had and...

What you did to me last night what you did to me after I forgave you for not speaking 
to me for 3 days (just because) making me come to you after belittling me. Making 
me feel small and trite for wanting to know who you were sharing your life with .... 
and on and on and all seemingly on purpose. And to top off then using my utter 
frustration to work me up to the point where I am actually insane. 

I’ve written this same text 20 times at least. It will never change. You will never 
change. You are so arrogant that you mostly don’t read this.

So Hallie I mean what I say. We are no longer a couple a partnership a team friends or 
lovers or drug buddies.

We are not even in laws technically. 

I only can remember hurting beau like that 3 times and they were all because 
runways drunk and stupid and out my self at risk in every way (that was the worst 
thing I could do to him- I not once genuinely hurt his feelings or wound him up or...
I saw him cry and agonize like that a lot though - over dad over Lilly over Melissa 
butler but mostly over you. 

Why, why, why . Why would you do that to me...

Why why why would she do that to me. 

I’m not fixing what I thought I could. And I’m not helping anyone least myself. And 
you won’t even acknowledge let alone address any single notion that you are on any 
way flawed. 

And that is delusional that is empty that is cold and it must be lonely being you Hal. 
Because why is the question so many people you “love” ask themselves most of all 
though me. I am not broken Hallie but to know you put him through the same bullshit 
pain makes me angry and violent. And you always say no one can make you feel 
anything only you acne make yourself feel something.

What a stupid fucking quote. I know I have the power to make you hurt to make you 
feel small or to lick you up and make you feel strong. 

You always choose to exploit my weakness and ration out the positive rarely 

You do I lknow you do. But you either purposely or sun consciously or just beat b/c 
it’s a the way you’ve learned to behave- do things “to me” not call , not call alone, 
refuse to discuss, attack, pay no attention, accuse. You touch me when it’s for you. 
And then you deny me your attention physical or otherwise. You hide your life from 
me no matter how mundane I is you make sure to spin me out of control. 

If the first some meeting I went to without Beau I did what you did to me I know 
exactly what his reaction would be.

Remember how he cried genuinely cried and his face would scrunch up and his voice 
would crack and he would put his forehead hard on my chest and he’d grab me by 
the shoulders hard and twist my shirt in his hand or dig his fingers into my arm and 
say why why why why would you do that to me why why and he would punch where 
his head was and grit his teeth and say your such an asshole in his clenched teeth 
look and his neck veins would pop and I would try to hug him and he would push me 
away and then his breathing would stop and his face would go slack and his tears 
would still roll and he would sit defeated and say why the fuck hunter. Why?

Well if I had done what you did to me last night if I refused to tell beau anything about 
what was hung on at rehab what the people were like who my friends were and why 
and gave my therapist his nun we and made the  check in with beau and beau could 
have any information they had and...

What you did to me last night what you did to me after I forgave you for not speaking 
to me for 3 days (just because) making me come to you after belittling me. Making 
me feel small and trite for wanting to know who you were sharing your life with .... 
and on and on and all seemingly on purpose. And to top off then using my utter 
frustration to work me up to the point where I am actually insane. 

I’ve written this same text 20 times at least. It will never change. You will never 
change. You are so arrogant that you mostly don’t read this.

So Hallie I mean what I say. We are no longer a couple a partnership a team friends or 
lovers or drug buddies.

We are not even in laws technically. 

I only can remember hurting beau like that 3 times and they were all because 
runways drunk and stupid and out my self at risk in every way (that was the worst 
thing I could do to him- I not once genuinely hurt his feelings or wound him up or...
I saw him cry and agonize like that a lot though - over dad over Lilly over Melissa 
butler but mostly over you. 

Why, why, why . Why would you do that to me...

Why why why would she do that to me. 

I’m not fixing what I thought I could. And I’m not helping anyone least myself. And 
you won’t even acknowledge let alone address any single notion that you are on any 
way flawed. 

And that is delusional that is empty that is cold and it must be lonely being you Hal. 
Because why is the question so many people you “love” ask themselves most of all 
though me. I am not broken Hallie but to know you put him through the same bullshit 
pain makes me angry and violent. And you always say no one can make you feel 
anything only you acne make yourself feel something.

What a stupid fucking quote. I know I have the power to make you hurt to make you 
feel small or to lick you up and make you feel strong. 

You always choose to exploit my weakness and ration out the positive rarely 

Apr 13, 2018, 3:47 AM

You must be using, you are a different person than you were a few days ago. 

Apr 13, 2018, 9:18 AM

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

Hallie you are the most masterful manipulator. Defining my anger as reckless drug 
behavior. Hallie the only reason I came to you by phone 5 days ago and told you I 
loved you and How much and the reasons why and what we could do together and 
your strength etc on Sunday was b/c you had just re-re-relapsed.  Everything I said 
then was true and I begged you to make it different this time . Let me in let me be a 
part of it listen to me and I’ll listen to you. Consider my needs like I always consider 
yours . 

The first thing that asked of you—- you immediately denied . Then denied again then 
denied again and again and again. The request was simply put the phone where I can 
see you naked. That’s it —your shower when you’re getting changed....you made me 
feel perverted wrong.

You refused to the point of saying I don’t understand the pressure you’re under as if 
I’m not and the weight of parenting etc. things were so difficult that they would not 
allow you to place a phone in the other side of the shower so I could see you naked.

I guess I should apologize for asking that of you it was clearly too much. And then 
you are inconsiderate at least in my eyes beyond measure —going to your first AA 
meeting and a meeting after at 8PM and not telling me or just simply hitting  the auto 
reply on your phone (in meeting) when I called 45 minutes after the meeting to 
because I was worried sick you couldn’t type : I’ll call you in a little bit.   then when 
you do reach me you say that you answered Daria‘s call because Daria has the kids 
and they matter I do know your exact words so yes Hallie seeing that this pattern has 
happened a dozen times 50 times my frustration with you is beyond erratic behavior.  
my behavior frim UOUR JUDGMENT from 2,500 mikes away with two days more 
sobriety than you and I’m alone without much support from family or personal 
friends. 

And your support is to tell people my plan is the wrong plan I will fail I’m not sober.

Hallie let’s remind everyone I. The last 2.5 years I’ve spent 8 months in actual days in 
a program of some sort . I spent 1.2 years either blowing into a breathalyzer or 
peeing in a cup . And only failed once.

What is your record Hallie. You’re an amazing partner my love.

Hallie you are the most masterful manipulator. Defining my anger as reckless drug 
behavior. Hallie the only reason I came to you by phone 5 days ago and told you I 
loved you and How much and the reasons why and what we could do together and 
your strength etc on Sunday was b/c you had just re-re-relapsed.  Everything I said 
then was true and I begged you to make it different this time . Let me in let me be a 
part of it listen to me and I’ll listen to you. Consider my needs like I always consider 
yours . 

The first thing that asked of you—- you immediately denied . Then denied again then 
denied again and again and again. The request was simply put the phone where I can 
see you naked. That’s it —your shower when you’re getting changed....you made me 
feel perverted wrong.

You refused to the point of saying I don’t understand the pressure you’re under as if 
I’m not and the weight of parenting etc. things were so difficult that they would not 
allow you to place a phone in the other side of the shower so I could see you naked.

I guess I should apologize for asking that of you it was clearly too much. And then 
you are inconsiderate at least in my eyes beyond measure —going to your first AA 
meeting and a meeting after at 8PM and not telling me or just simply hitting  the auto 
reply on your phone (in meeting) when I called 45 minutes after the meeting to 
because I was worried sick you couldn’t type : I’ll call you in a little bit.   then when 
you do reach me you say that you answered Daria‘s call because Daria has the kids 
and they matter I do know your exact words so yes Hallie seeing that this pattern has 
happened a dozen times 50 times my frustration with you is beyond erratic behavior.  
my behavior frim UOUR JUDGMENT from 2,500 mikes away with two days more 
sobriety than you and I’m alone without much support from family or personal 
friends. 

And your support is to tell people my plan is the wrong plan I will fail I’m not sober.

Hallie let’s remind everyone I. The last 2.5 years I’ve spent 8 months in actual days in 
a program of some sort . I spent 1.2 years either blowing into a breathalyzer or 
peeing in a cup . And only failed once.

What is your record Hallie. You’re an amazing partner my love.

Apr 13, 2018, 12:18 PM

Uncle Jim told ME that you told him that you are sending a moving truck this 
weekend and moving to CA. Stop creating your own drama and blaming everyone 
else. You are not helping yourself (or me) with our true goal - sobriety. I hope you will 
love me again when we are feeling better and stronger and we can be together and 
live our lives together. I always love you. 

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

I’m in a meeting 

I’m in a meeting 

Apr 13, 2018, 12:25 PM
You added Daria Maneche to the conversation.

See how easy that is Hallie

Robert Biden

See how easy that is Hallie

You just type :
LY — group conscience

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

You just type :
LY — group conscience

Call as soon as I’m out- o know you’re worried sick. That I’m your whole life in ways 
that everything you’ve done you’ve done for me and that you would jump off a cliff 
for me before you ever pushed me.

Robert Biden

Call as soon as I’m out- o know you’re worried sick. That I’m your whole life in ways 
that everything you’ve done you’ve done for me and that you would jump off a cliff 
for me before you ever pushed me.

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

So easy Hallie. Saying I create Drama like Johnny drama as you well know is probably 
the most hurtful thing you could say right now and makes me insane . Was that why 
you said that Hallie 

So easy Hallie. Saying I create Drama like Johnny drama as you well know is probably 
the most hurtful thing you could say right now and makes me insane . Was that why 
you said that Hallie 

I love you hunter

Robert Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden



many times do I have to say that’s just words Hallie —- show me how much you love 
me — clearly everyone would say what a maniac.
UNLESS they knew I’ve said that - you texting me those 4 words exactly in the 
middle of feeling like I’m about to implode - is like putting a stick of dynamite under a 
powder keg in an munitions factory. 

I think I’ve actually said those exact words 50 times.

And what do I say could fix it all Hallie- what have I now become convinced by you is 
not only a perversion disturbing fetish I’m ashamed of but I so also something so 
toxic and disgusting to you that you refuse — it’s like not throwing a life’s preserver 
to someone you just pushed off the boat.

How many times will I “allow” myself to be worked up and throw off course by you 
Hallie. 

Now if I were to rant about you texting “I love you hunter” and say WTF Hallie how 
many times do I have to say that’s just words Hallie —- show me how much you love 
me — clearly everyone would say what a maniac.
UNLESS they knew I’ve said that - you texting me those 4 words exactly in the 
middle of feeling like I’m about to implode - is like putting a stick of dynamite under a 
powder keg in an munitions factory. 

I think I’ve actually said those exact words 50 times.

And what do I say could fix it all Hallie- what have I now become convinced by you is 
not only a perversion disturbing fetish I’m ashamed of but I so also something so 
toxic and disgusting to you that you refuse — it’s like not throwing a life’s preserver 
to someone you just pushed off the boat.

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

Repeat the request for Daria’s sake Hallie - show her just how needy and fucked I 
am.
Ready —
Please Hallie I want to see your body. I love your body a d just want to see it and 
dream of touching you and holding you.

Repeat the request for Daria’s sake Hallie - show her just how needy and fucked I 
am.
Ready —
Please Hallie I want to see your body. I love your body a d just want to see it and 
dream of touching you and holding you.

I love you please just call when you’re in the shower

Robert Biden

I love you please just call when you’re in the shower

Put the phone on mute or not don’t listen to me just please I’m begging you .

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

Put the phone on mute or not don’t listen to me just please I’m begging you .

Now tell Daria what you do Hallie . 

Robert Biden

Now tell Daria what you do Hallie . 

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

What the fuck Hunter you are insane -/ I do t want to because- you don’t do anything 
but yell at me 

What the fuck Hunter you are insane -/ I do t want to because- you don’t do anything 
but yell at me 

Robert Biden

BUT HALLIE MUTE THE OHINE TURN IT AROUND DONT LOOK AT ME . Please Hallie 
I just want to feel like you want me in even the most perverted way.

BUT HALLIE MUTE THE OHINE TURN IT AROUND DONT LOOK AT ME . Please Hallie 
I just want to feel like you want me in even the most perverted way.

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

You don’t understand what s going hunter. I have a full day. You’re not the center of 
the world hunter. H and N are in the house . No I’m tired. 
BUT HALIE YIURE TAKING A SHOWER Please JUSt LEAVE YBE CAMERA ON.

You don’t understand what s going hunter. I have a full day. You’re not the center of 
the world hunter. H and N are in the house . No I’m tired. 
BUT HALIE YIURE TAKING A SHOWER Please JUSt LEAVE YBE CAMERA ON.

Robert Biden

Why do yo so this hunter...

Why do yo so this hunter...

And on and on

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

And on and on

Until....

Robert Biden

Until....

But please Hallie please

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

But please Hallie please

Robert Biden

Every time I’m away. Until you want me to watch you fuck your self with your back 
turned to my image - and when you finish you turn off the camera pretty much by 
saying I’ve got to go. 

Every time I’m away. Until you want me to watch you fuck your self with your back 
turned to my image - and when you finish you turn off the camera pretty much by 
saying I’ve got to go. 

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

So trivial and dramatic.

So trivial and dramatic.

Robert Biden

Well it meant and means something to me.

Well it meant and means something to me.

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

You know that beacause I be told you it’s 10 minutes and you’re taking a shower 
anyway and just pretend you like to look at me.

You know that beacause I be told you it’s 10 minutes and you’re taking a shower 
anyway and just pretend you like to look at me.

Jesus stop click.  

Robert Biden

Jesus stop click.  

And I still say - Daria if she just faced time me naked when she’s taking a shower she 
already planned to take anyway that day — that it would allow me to overlook the 
other 99 things.  For a month.

Well you never done

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

And I still say - Daria if she just faced time me naked when she’s taking a shower she 
already planned to take anyway that day — that it would allow me to overlook the 
other 99 things.  For a month.

Well you never done

NEVER NOT ONE TIME.

Robert Biden

NEVER NOT ONE TIME.

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

Even when I said I’m struggling please so he will give me the strength to get through 
the day clean those exact words and you say no and you hang up on me

Even when I said I’m struggling please so he will give me the strength to get through 
the day clean those exact words and you say no and you hang up on me

Robert Biden

I would do that for you if I was on my deathbed I would do that for you no matter 
what maybe you think I’m some perverted person I don’t see your body because I 
love it and I love you so awful that you can’t put the phone in the shower deceive me 
to see bus sound so fucking stupid but sounds so selfish to me actually said please

I would do that for you if I was on my deathbed I would do that for you no matter 
what maybe you think I’m some perverted person I don’t see your body because I 
love it and I love you so awful that you can’t put the phone in the shower deceive me 
to see bus sound so fucking stupid but sounds so selfish to me actually said please

I’m getting my hair highlighted . 

Daria Maneche

Ok she can go that 

I’d f-ING love to FT F you Hunter! 

Apr 14, 2018, 7:27 AM

Hallie Olivere
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Apr 14, 2018, 11:48 AM

Hallie Olivere

What do you think of this home?

zillow.com

May 30, 2018, 7:57 AM

Hallie Olivere

You are the strongest most amazing man I have ever known. I will follow your lead 
proudly and firmly. You are my love.

Jun 15, 2018, 8:45 AM

Hallie Olivere

You know I would love you to come.. if you are ready to stop. I adore you.

Jun 16, 2018, 8:07 AM

Hallie Olivere

Thanks Hunter, you are really my true best friend. Always there when I need you. 

Jun 16, 2018, 2:12 PM

Hunter Biden (Main!?!!)

I called

Jun 16, 2018, 4:04 PM

Hallie you specifically said that we should not talk. You specifically told me we 
cannot heal together geographically. 
You’re at a hotel at the beach using and your kids are a mile away at my parents eight 
bedroom house. 
And I get it. But please don’t tell me I don’t show up for you Hallie. 
You basically didn’t talk to me for a month.
And I get it.
It’s hard and awful and sad and painful.
I get it.

Jun 16, 2018, 5:20 PM

Sorry Daria, call me on my cell

Jun 16, 2018, 7:02 PM

It’s Hunter.

Read

Jun 16, 2018, 7:06 PM
You left the conversation.

Jun 16, 2018, 9:25 PM
You left the conversation.

Sep 21, 2018, 4:38 PM
 You started sharing location with 

Sep 22, 2018, 4:12 AM
 You stopped sharing location with 

Sep 30, 2018, 4:23 PM
 You started sharing location with Hunter Biden (Main!?!!).

Sep 30, 2018, 5:33 PM
 You stopped sharing location with Hunter Biden (Main!?!!).

Sep 30, 2018, 5:36 PM
 You stopped sharing location with Hunter Biden (Main!?!!).

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden

Hallie Olivere Biden




